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Build your physical and occupational therapy patient care skills on a foundation of the proven

practices found in this must-read text. In addition to clear "how-to" information on everything from

positioning and draping, to patient transfer and ambulation activities, the bookâ€™s

easy-to-understand rationales will give you the "why" behind these proven techniques. This fifth

edition also comes with new student resources on the companion Evolve site complete with videos,

case studies, skills checklists, and more.Clearly written instructions and full-color illustrations on

patient care techniques and procedures cover topics such as proper lifting, patient transfers, basic

wound care, and assessment of vital signs.  Insight into rationales and physiological principles

explain why specific techniques and procedures are used.  More than 700 full-color photographs

vividly demonstrate proper performance of techniques and procedures used in the assessment and

management of patients in the rehabilitation setting. Procedure boxes throughout the text offer

additional tips for optimal assessment and management of patients in the rehabilitation setting.

Self-study and problem solving activities promote decision-making and problem solving skills.NEW!

Video clips and skills activities on companion Evolve site illustrate the techniques and procedures

described in the text. NEW! Content based on the ICF model, the model currently endorsed by the

APTA and AOTA, reflects the current theories and practice guidelines of physical and occupational

therapy. NEW! Information on professionalism teaches about the guidelines that currently exist and

how to apply those guidelines to patient interactions.
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Find this to be a great textbook to keep around for answering those periodic questions needing

relevant information involving patient care issues. As to myself, I've always purchased the paper

editions rather than the electronic versions for ease of accessing the large volume of material within

and would recommend the same to others. A very good book and glad I held on to this one!

Thanks so much, I forgot I needed this book and found out the first day of class it was mandatory.

Ordered it On The Spot, and it was here faster than the other books I had ordered 2 weeks earlier

that hadnt arrived yet. Well worth Prime Membership.

This is the book to have if you have any questions about patient care. It has everything from patient

transfers to fitting a patient for a wheelchair. I know I will be referring to the book when I become a

license PT.

The copy I received did not have back cover on it. It was not advertised on the listing that the back

cover was missing. Otherwise I wouldn't have ordered it. If I didn't need it for school right away, I

would have sent it back.

This book was really useful in preparing me for the acute care setting. It was laid out nicely and

easy to understand.

Not my favorite book, but not written too badly! What my class required so there's that. Some parts

are difficult to understand and the pictures don't always match up, but overall it's a decent text.

Book showed up with back cover completely out of the binding. I had to undo the binding myself and

reattach the cover. Terrible quality from seller. Very disappointed.

I would recommend this,arrived on time,nice price, does have its flaws but I don't really care.Any

college student should rent this if needed.
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